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1. Introduction

The mobility of trace elements in soils is ofte
discussed because of consequences for their bioa
ability and thus their potential ecological toxicity. N
merous studies showed that oxides and oxi-hydrox
could be an important sink for trace elements[1,2].
In many soils, trace elements tend to accumu
in oxides and oxi-hydroxides that act as scaveng
[7,9,10]. Indeed, as a recent example, extraction
As speciation in contaminated soils showed that
originating from irrigation was partly retained by F
oxi-hydroxides[3]. Other experiments also showe
that adding Fe-bearing compounds to contamina
soils reduces As mobility, but increases Pb and Cd
bility [8], thus indicating that further investigations a
required to elucidate trace-element mobility in so
However, soil oxides and oxi-hydroxides play a s
nificant role in controlling trace element mobility an
new conditions leading to dissolution of oxides a
oxi-hydroxides should be carefully considered.

2. Effect of temporary high water content on
iron-reducing bacterial activity

If chemical dissolution of oxides and oxi-hydro
ides can be recorded as being a consequence
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change in the redox potential alone caused by red
tive conditions[4,5], microbial activity often plays
also a significant role in the dissolution proces
when easily biodegradable organic compounds
available. Thus, with batch experiments using sam
collected in the topsoil horizon of a New Caledon
Ferralsol, Quantin et al.[11,12] showed that bacteria
dissolution of Fe and Mn oxides occurs under ana
obic conditions and increases with the amount of g
cose that was added to the samples.

These results were recorded for water-saturated
samples, but a recent study showed that water soil
uration was not necessary for iron dissolution in a F
ralsol from Cameroon and a Gleysol from France[13].
This study showed that reduction–dissolution of fer
iron was not directly correlated to the rates of anae
bic mineralization. Thus, water saturation of the sa
ples was not, as often considered, a prerequisite
significant iron-reducing bacterial activity. This wou
indicate that in natural environments, bacterial dis
lution of oxides and oxi-hydroxides does not requ
waterlogging.

3. A significant variation in trace-elements
mobility

Among consequences of bacterial reduction
dissolution of oxide and oxi-hydroxides, trace e
ments associated with them are also released.
hed by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.
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solved Mn oxides were thus shown as being a m
source of easily mobilisable Co and Ni in New Ca
donia Ferralsols because of microbial activity un
reducing conditions[11]. If, as shown by Stemmle
et al. [13], microbial reduction of Fe oxides occurs
high soil water content but does not require soil w
ter saturation, then release of trace elements assoc
to oxides and oxi-hydroxides can occur in soils fo
larger range of conditions than those leading to wa
logging.

4. Conclusion

These new results show clearly that in the abse
of waterlogging, increasing the occurrence of high w
ter contents, might be enough to deeply change tr
element mobility in soils. This might happen in new
intensively irrigated soils. In the long term, among p
tential impacts that are discussed as consequenc
climate change, an increase in precipitation is of
considered in many areas[6]. This should also resu
in an increase in the occurrence and duration of h
water contents in soils. In these different situations,
creasing occurrence of high water contents will lead
new conditions that are favourable to mobility of tra
elements. Thus, toxic trace elements immobilised
oxides and oxi-hydroxides should be released, w
dramatic consequences for the surface water qual
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